Crown Faculty Luncheons, 2019-2020 Fall Semester
Block 1: Money, Money, Money! An Overview of Internal Funding for CC Faculty
Come get an overview of all* of the internal funding sources on campus from your friendly
SEGway Committee: Steve Hayward, Kristine Lang, Manya Whitaker, and Tess Powers. Funding
opportunities for tenured and tenure-track faculty, lecturers, and other regular non-tenure track
faculty will be presented. Riley Scholars and visitors are most welcome to attend this lunch in order
to get an overview of broad institutional funding. However, given the specificities of many funding
sources, the Director of Faculty Research will host a separate discussion of funding opportunities
for Riley Scholars and visitors.
*all of the funding sources we know about, anyway
Block 2: CC100/CC120 Generating Course Convergences
Come learn about the opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaboration in the new sequential
CC100 & CC120 classes! This session will begin with a brief Q&A session on the CC100/120 format
and proposal process. The bulk of the time will be spent in brief, facilitated, rotating conversations
with colleagues where you will imagine possible course topics and creative ideas for course
convergences.
Block 3: The Block Plan 2020: Fifty years in, what do we believe? What do we want to
know?
Colorado College will be hosting an Institute on Block Plan Teaching & Learning this July, with
colleagues from across the country and internationally who are engaged in thinking about Block
Plans or other immersive formats. Join CC colleagues in Block 3 to help shape the Institute’s
agenda. Learn about ways to be involved, from sharing your own case studies or research to
facilitating discussions on pressing questions. We hope the Institute will help us set an ongoing
research agenda and result in conference proceedings and future publications.
Block 4: The Year of General Education Implementation
Please join colleagues from the General Education Task Forces and the CEC to discuss our collective
faculty work on implementing our new General Education program. We'll share experiences on
the course proposal process to date and plans for upcoming Gen Ed course development support.

